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The UK Government has opened a consultation into 

Making Tax Digital for Corporation Tax (MTD for CT) 

which will be a key part of the delivery of HMRC’s 

vision regarding the digitisation of Tax. It is anticipated 

that the MTD for CT pilot will begin in April 2024, 

with mandation planned for 2026 at the earliest.  

MTD for CT is likely to require digital records and 

quarterly reporting, both of which will have a 

significant impact on the way businesses and firms file 

their submissions. Businesses which fall in scope will 

need to have digital records, be able to digitally link 

software and will need to use compatible software to 

submit their quarterly updates and annual Return. 

As specialists in the corporation tax space and 

pioneers of dedicated MTD compliance platforms,  

Tax Systems has a keen interest in these developments.  

Our Alphatax platform is the market leading 

compliance solution for corporation tax in the UK and 

Ireland, and is used by over 1300 customers including 

42% of the FTSE 100 and over 65% of the top 50 

accountancy firms. Alphatax has been a trusted 

solution since 1992 and is used to carry out more 

than 160,000 corporation tax submissions per year.  

We have put together this analysis to help keep our 

customers informed of the ongoing process and will 

continue to communicate updates as they come 

through from HMRC.  

SUMMARY

OUR ALPHATAX PLATFORM IS THE 

MARKET LEADING COMPLIANCE 

SOLUTION FOR CORPORATION 

TAX IN THE UK & IRELAND & 

IS USED BY OVER 1300 CUSTOMERS 

INCLUDING 42% OF THE FTSE 100  

& OVER 65% OF THE TOP 50 

ACCOUNTANCY FIRMS.  
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44% 65%

OF THE FTSE 100 
OF THE TOP 50 

ACCOUNTANCY 

FIRMS 



In August 2020 the UK Government unveiled its  

ten-year plan for the reform of the tax system.  

In ‘Building a trusted, modern tax administration 

system’, it announced its intention to publish a 

consultation on the design of what the system 

should look like for corporation tax.  

 

The consultation aims to explore ‘how the principles 

established for Making Tax Digital’ could be applied 

and to seek out the views of organisations, agents, 

professional bodies and developers. It will run for  

16 weeks – from 12 November 2020 to 5 March 

2021 although in a recent Public Affairs Committee 

meeting, Jim Harra, Chief Executive of HMRC, has 

conceded this could be extended due to the 

disruption caused by the pandemic. 

OVERVIEW
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THE CONSULTATION AIMS TO EXPLORE ‘HOW 

THE PRINCIPLES ESTABLISHED FOR MAKING 

TAX DIGITAL’ COULD BE APPLIED & TO SEEK 

OUT THE VIEWS OF ORGANISATIONS, AGENTS, 

PROFESSIONAL BODIES & DEVELOPERS.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/tax-administration-strategy/building-a-trusted-modern-tax-administration-system
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/tax-administration-strategy/building-a-trusted-modern-tax-administration-system
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/making-tax-digital-for-corporation-tax


Under the original roadmap for MTD, as outlined back in 2015, the intention was always 

to digitalise further taxes. HMRC aims to become one of the most digitally advanced tax 

authorities in the world, allowing it to increase transparency and reduce the tax gap.  

 

It is estimated that corporation tax accounts for around a quarter of the tax gap despite 

representing only 9% of total receipts. Of these, £2.1bn is lost due to avoidable errors,  

so digitalising the process should significantly reduce the margin for error. Having access  

to more timely data should also enable HMRC to react more quickly to prevent non-

compliance. 

 

Reform will also help benefit business. As we’ve already seen under MTD for  VAT, 

digitalisation can help reduce errors and lead to efficiency and accuracy gains. Moving 

corporation tax to within MTD will also see organisations have to deal with just a single 

digital account, reducing complexity. 

WHY IS REFORM NECESSARY?
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AS WE’VE ALREADY SEEN UNDER MTD 

FOR VAT, DIGITALISATION CAN 

HELP REDUCE ERRORS & LEAD TO 

EFFICIENCY & ACCURACY GAINS. 

MOVING CORPORATION TAX TO 

WITHIN MTD WILL ALSO SEE 

ORGANISATIONS HAVE TO DEAL 

WITH JUST A SINGLE DIGITAL 

ACCOUNT, REDUCING COMPLEXITY.

In common with any VAT calculation, the manual processes that underpin PESM exacerbate  

the risk of non-compliance. Manual processes can be detrimental in three ways: 
 

� Digital record keeping and digitally linked IT systems reduce manual errors 

� Provides real-time information with nudge messaging to support customers and 

ensure the right amount of tax is paid first time 

� Creates a single digital account that is accessible and secure 

� Acts as a catalyst for further change within the business, increasing productivity 

� Digitally engaged businesses spend less time on tax and more on their core business 

BENEFITS OF MTD for CT

https://www.taxsystems.com/will-mtd-corporation-tax-happen


The consultation clearly identifies who is in scope and 

who is excluded, the requirements and the potential 

impacts of reform. It asks for feedback on 22 

questions covering everything from record keeping 

through to which incentives, allowances and reliefs 

should be digitised and whether filing dates for tax 

and company law purposes should be aligned. Let’s 

take a look at what is being proposed in more depth. 

 

Who is affected? 

 

Almost three million businesses are considered within 

scope and around half of these incur a corporation 

tax liability every year. MTD for CT will capture all 

businesses subject to corporation tax, including non-

resident companies and HMRC is also considering 

including dormant companies. There are notable 

exceptions, however. 

 

Among those excluded are large businesses with 

profits in excess of £20m, estimated to be less than 

1% of entities in scope and thought to number 

around 2,000 businesses. The reason for the 

proposed exemption is that these fall under the 

Quarterly Instalment Payments (QIPs) regime and are 

already using software to file electronically, so are 

considered to be already meeting many of the MTD 

principles. Other exceptions include insolvent or loss-

making companies, charities and digitally excluded 

organisations. 

WHAT WE KNOW
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The Quarterly Installment Payment regime requires certain companies to make up front 

quarterly payments based on estimated taxable profits before they submit their final tax 

Returns. HMRC recently amended the rules applying to Very Large companies.These are 

classed as having: 

 

� Annualised taxable profits for the accounting period greater than £20m 

� No payment required if the liability is less than £10,000 

� No grace period – as soon as limits are breached the company becomes part of the VL QIPs 

� ‘Normal’ QIPS payers have a period of grace of 12 months 

� HMRC note that a company would remain subject to one regime (therefore presumably in 

or out of the quarterly reporting requirement) for the entirety of an accounting period but 

how this will be determined under MTD for CT is unclear 

VERY LARGE (VL) COMPANIES 

AND QIPS
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THE COMPULSION TO SUBMIT 

QUARTERLY UPDATES IS 

REGARDED AS A MAJOR WAY  

IN WHICH TO REDUCE 

ERROR. IT WILL SEE BUSINESSES 

REVIEW & CORRECT 

INFORMATION IN A MORE 

TIMELY MANNER, ALLOWING 

THEM TO UNDERSTAND THEIR 

TAX POSITION & PLAN 

ACCORDINGLY. 

1. Digital records 

 

Businesses are currently required to keep accounting 

records associated with transactions and trading 

activity. Under the proposals this will change as it will 

no longer be permissible to only keep paper records.  

 

Issues open to debate: 

� The minimum data to be recorded per transaction 

� Whether group companies should keep such 

records at group level, on a per entity basis or a 

mix of the two 

� If non-financial data e.g. company type, property 

addresses, SAO etc can be recorded digitally 

without increasing workload 

� The minimum level of categorisation and whether 

these should be the same as under self-

assessment/income tax 

 

2. Quarterly updates in addition  

to the annual Return 

 

The compulsion to submit quarterly updates is 

regarded as a major way in which to reduce error.  

It will see businesses review and correct information 

in a more timely manner, allowing them to understand 

their tax position and plan accordingly.  

The update will consist of summaries of information 

drawn from the expense and income categories. 

Accounting and tax adjustments at this stage are 

optional. Similarly, incentives, allowances and reliefs will 

also be calculated annually, unless entities choose to 

do otherwise. Elections may also be made quarterly 

or annually. 

 

Issues open to debate: 

� For companies with a group structure, if a 

nominated entity should submit the updates, or 

whether each entity should report separately 

� Whether quarterly updates should be due one 

month from the end of the quarter for entities 

� How exceptions can be accommodated i.e. entities 

or large businesses on or below the profit 

threshold, dormant companies etc 

� How the international tax system would fit with 

MTD for CT 

What will be required? 

 

MTD for CT is still in the consultation stage but we do know what the likely requirements will be.  

There are four main changes being proposed:
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3. MTD compatible software 

 

Businesses will be required to use compatible 

software to keep digital records and provide the 

equivalent information, accounts, statements and 

reports and to establish their profits/losses.  

 

If a group wishes to use a nominated entity, it is 

proposed this entity will also be responsible for digital 

record keeping, quarterly updates and establishing 

final liabilities or the other entities in the group/sub-

group. 

 

Accounting and tax adjustments will need to be 

carried out in the MTD software or digitally linked to 

other alternative software.  

 

Over time, HMRC anticipates introducing forms and 

processes to enable businesses to facilitate claims, 

provide guidance and assistance.  

 

Issues open to debate: 

� If all entities should record the date, amount and 

category for all transactions within the MTD 

software 

� Whether using a nominated entity to 

record/report would increase workload 

� If aligning filing dates for tax and company law 

purposes by bringing forward the filing date would 

be beneficial 

� If amendments should be made within the 

software 

4. iXBRL tagging 

 

Today iXBRL tagging occurs in many instances after 

financial statements/computations have been 

produced. The consultation drives at more 

consistency of tagging within the return process itself, 

rather than ‘post production’.  

 

Issues open to debate: 

� While there are no plans to tag individual 

transactions at the moment, HMRC is interested in 

identifying the hurdles that need to be overcome to 

facilitate this. 

� Whether Returns should be rejected and/or 

penalties imposed for incorrect tagging 

 

Other changes also being proposed include changes 

in the longer term to the tax administration 

framework, including late filing rules and penalties, and 

potential tailoring of the requirements for individual 

organisations/segments. 

The compatible software must be able to: 
 

� Record and preserve digital records 

� Provide information and Returns based on these records 

� Receive information from HMRC’s secure API 

� Submit the Company Tax Return (to include data provided through the CT600  

and supplementary pages as well as iXBRL tagged accounts and computation) 

WHAT WILL BE THE REQUIREMENTS  

FOR MTD for CT SOFTWARE?
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Digital records 

 

The mandation of digital records under corporation 

tax will be a far more complex undertaking than 

under MTD for VAT.  

 

To start with, VAT is a transactional tax so lends itself 

to this type of classification because it all stems from 

these records. Corporation tax, on the other hand, 

often does not start here at all but with a 

combination of the statutory accounts and Trial 

Balance information. This means new digital processes 

will have to be put in place to support these 

quarterly updates and the annual Return. 

 

Digital links 

 

Just like under MTD for VAT, digital links will be hugely 

important under MTD for CT. At present, there is 

often a lot of manual intervention involved in the 

creation of a corporation tax Return today which may 

need to be replaced by digitally linked processes.  

 

Whilst details in the consultation are scarce, it is likely 

that linking will need to occur within compatible 

software in the same sort of way as it is being put in 

place for VAT at present. 

 

OUR OBSERVATIONS

Quarterly reporting 

 

Extending quarterly updates to all businesses is 

likely to prove disruptive initially. Within the 

consultation, 28 categories of income/expenditure 

have been proposed, which will see businesses 

required to digitalise processes to ensure the 

relevant information is held in an electronic 

format. The list of categories doesn’t fully tally with 

the existing detailed profit and loss (DPL) list used  

for tagging so there is liable to be some realignment 

required. 

 

Incentives, allowances and reliefs, adjustments and 

elections can be included in this quarterly reporting 

but this remains optional. It is not yet clear how this 

would work in practice. If the business were to make 

an annual election during a quarterly filing, for 

instance, it may need to be removed from the usual 

annual return and/or ‘trued up’. It remains to be seen 

how this would work in practice. 

 

How amendments will be performed also remains at 

the business’ discretion. The proposal is for 

corrections to be performed either at the same time 

as the next filing for that period or in the annual 

Return. This feels like an area where approaches 

could be inconsistent.  

 

 

 

THE MANDATION OF DIGITAL 

RECORDS UNDER CORPORATION 

TAX WILL BE A FAR MORE 

COMPLEX UNDERTAKING 

 THAN UNDER MTD FOR VAT. 
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Annual reporting 
 

Annual reporting will largely remain the same.  

What will be new is the submission of the 

computation using compatible software via the 

HMRC API, much like under MTD for VAT. There will, 

however, be some new information required. 

Additional items will include group structure and the 

SAO, for instance.  

 

Timing 
 

Quarterly reporting could well increase the 

administrative workload. The consultation proposes 

that updates are provided to HMRC one month after 

the end of each quarter thereby increasing the 

number of ‘busy periods’ experienced by inhouse tax 

teams/advisors. To counter this, automation must be 

introduced where possible to ensure data is 

expedited quickly and effectively. 

 

Another potential change is in the proposed 

submission timeline for the annual report. The 

consultation suggests this could be changed from the 

existing twelve months to nine, aligning it with the 

statutory accounts timetable. While it is envisaged this 

could help reduce the administrative burden for those 

businesses required to submit information in respect 

to other company taxes and laws, it could also see a 

clash with statutory accounts. 

 

Access to the same subset of data would therefore 

be required for both statutory and corporation tax 

computations and at the same time.  

This is likely to force businesses to use statutory 

accounts production packages rather than post-

production tagging packages that we see used today. 

Or we could see the MTD compatible software used 

to accommodate this need. 

 

ANNUAL REPORTING WILL 

LARGELY REMAIN THE SAME. 

WHAT WILL BE NEW IS THE 

SUBMISSION OF THE 

COMPUTATION USING 

COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE 

VIA THE HMRC API, MUCH 

LIKE UNDER MTD FOR VAT. 
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IMPACTS 

Agents 

 

Approximately 85% of companies within the scope of 

corporation tax rely on agents to fulfil their 

obligations and so it’s vital that HMRC gets the 

process right for this cohort.  

 

The tax authority has reiterated its intentions to learn 

from the experience of implementing MTD forVAT 

by providing the necessary support to agents during 

the rollout of MTD for CT. For instance, agents 

previously reported issues with setting up their Agent 

Services Account (ASA) and operating MTD on a 

client’s behalf. There was insufficient guidance through 

the set-up steps and it wasn’t clear an ASA was 

needed before a Return could be submitted. 

 

For agents, it’s up to a six fold increase in workload 

(four quarterly updates, one annual ‘true up’ and one 

annual submission) that potentially poses the biggest 

problem. Obtaining customer sign-off and review 

multiple times a year is bound to cause issues. 

Moreover, there will be increased pressure to 

routinely monitor the process which will be no small 

undertaking due to significantly more touch points.  

 

The only way to combat these issues will be through 

the application of automation at key points in the 

process to help counter the high volumes and tight 

timescales involved. 

Businesses 

 

MTD for CT could well see a structural change in 

how businesses report because the consultation 

proposes using a nominated entity to fulfil all of the 

obligations and both quarterly and annual reporting 

on behalf of the group/s. If this were to happen and 

one entity take responsibility for fulfilment, this could 

see the need for further automation and digital linking 

to other entity records. 

 

Other potential problems include falling in or out of 

the regime. The qualification criteria for the Very Large 

QIP regime mean a company may come into scope 

for MTD for CT only to then qualify again for Very 

Large QIP the following quarter. Conversely, what will 

happen to those multi-national companies that make a 

loss and are not part of the QIPs regime? It is not yet 

clear how HMRC will deal with these scenarios. 

 

Timelines 

 

Following the consultation, the Government is 

expected to begin drafting legislation, a process that 

could take well over a year.  This initial legislation 

could be hammered out by the summer of 2022 or it 

could take until the Spring of 2023 and its only with 

this in place that HMRC can begin to task of rolling 

out a pilot.  

 

The pilot will see organisations and advisors asked to 

participate on a voluntary basis and is expected to 

run for two years which seems a realistic timeframe 

given the time taken to rollout MTD for VAT. Once 

HMRC is satisfied that processes are in place to 

handle submissions, digital filing will become 

mandatory. 

NOV 2020 – MARCH 2021: 

Consultation

APRIL 2024:  

Voluntary submissions 

 

MID-2022 – 2023:   

Draft legislation

APRIL 2026:  

Mandatory submission

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/873574/Making_Tax_Digital_-_An_evaluation_of_the_VAT_service_and_update_on_the_Income_Tax_Service.pdf
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HOW WE CAN HELP

Our digital compliance platform is specifically designed to 

meet all your MTD requirements. This means it is not only 

capable of overseeing the preparation, calculation and 

management of your VAT Return but also MTD for CT.  

It is clear from HMRC that they are on a direction of travel 

towards a digital future. At Tax Systems, we are already 

building technology to deliver that for our clients, well in 

advance of the required dates in the MTD mandate. 

The source-to-submission architecture enables you to take 

data from multiple sources, create digital records and use 

this data for multiple calculations before completing and 

submitting the Return. 

The compliance platform digitally links each process to 

create a digital audit trail that can be used to track and 

verify changes and prove your compliance.  

https://www.taxsystems.com/mock-corporation-tax
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Tax Systems has been a leader in the compliance technology 

market for almost 30 years and our Digital Compliance 

Platform provides our customers with the ultimate response to 

MTD. Over 1300 businesses use our products in the UK and 

Ireland and our client base consists of some of the largest and 

most complex companies, including 42% of the FTSE 100 and 

over 65% of the top 50 accountancy firms. 

 

We pride ourselves on our ability to transform highly complex 

regulations into simple, user friendly products which deliver 

tangible benefits. 

 

Our ambition? To deliver Digital Compliance that is faster, 

better and smarter than any alternative.  

 

To find out how, visit: www.taxsystems.com or contact us at 

enquiries@taxsystems.com or call 01784 777 700. 

 

ABOUT TAX SYSTEMS

OUR AMBITION? TO DELIVER DIGITAL COMPLIANCE THAT  

IS FASTER, BETTER AND SMARTER THAN ANY ALTERNATIVE. 

https://www.taxsystems.com/
mailto:enquiries@taxsystems.com

